“My only limitations are in my mind.”
—Dan Sheret

Dan Sheret is the first amputee to ever attempt the “America by Bicycle” cross-country trek from San Francisco, California to Portsmouth, New Hampshire – 52 days and 3,800 miles later he was the first amputee to ever complete it.

Dan credits his ability to maintain a consistent, comfortable socket fit to his Harmony® Socket Enhancement System from Otto Bock Health Care. “I never had to stop to manage volume changes. I didn’t have to add or subtract socks to maintain comfort. Harmony did that for me. I could just keep pedaling.”

The Harmony system uses elevated vacuum to maintain the ideal socket environment, whether your patient is an 80-mile a day biker, or a woman enjoying her grandchildren.

To learn how to fit the Harmony system and how it can enhance your practice, call 800.328.4058 and talk to Professional Services about our course schedule.